LJ Hooker Palm Beach
1073 Barrenjoey Road,
PALM BEACH NSW 2108

20 Norma Rd, Palm Beach, NSW 2108
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Architectural masterpiece with unrivalled views
The unassuming faï¿½ade of this residence conceals an architectural masterpiece with unrivalled, due north
views across the entire sweep of Palm Beach to the Central Coast. Created by Gartner Trovato, the home spans
three exquisite levels that erase the distinction between indoors and out with a polished and innovative design;
the layout is matched by elegant entertaining options including an entire mezzanine level with tiled indoor pool
and steam room, several lounges, sundrenched terraces and those extraordinary views from every vantage
point.

Open for Inspection
By Appointment.

 Phenomenal privacy with some of the finest coastal views in Palm Beach
 Multiple open plan living/dining zones across three luxurious levels
 The middle level features a second oversized lounge room with floor to ceiling glass doors to take full advantage of the phenomenal views
 Central dining atrium with retractable roof and bifolds on all four sides
 Bifolds also open each level entirely to sunlit terraces and ocean views
 Tiled indoor pool and water feature + stream room and stainless poolside kitchen
 Lower level is cleverly tiered creating seperate gym, entertainment and relaxation zones whilst maintaining the open plan and airy atmosphere
 Home theatre section as an added feature in the lounge above the pool.
 Sleek, welldesigned island kitchen with stone benchtops, walkin pantry
 Kingsized master suite on main level; walkin robes and terrace access
 Guest suite, hardwood floors, ducted air, surround sound, wetbar
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